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This will help you avoid excessive and peripheral details as you write and also help your reader understand
and remember your findings. Don't try to manipulate the data to make it look like you did more than you
actually did. Scarlet, S. One excellent option is to use a professional academic editing service such as
Wordvice. International Journal of Science and Research IJSR do not represent or otherwise warrant that the
information available on or through our Website will be correct, accurate, timely or otherwise reliable. What
further research would be necessary to answer the questions raised by your results? Consider seeking
additional guidance on your paper. In many fields in which even greater speed is wanted, such as physics , the
role of the journal at disseminating the latest research has largely been replaced by preprint databases such as
arXiv. Read your draft aloud to catch language errors grammar, spelling, and mechanics , awkward phrases,
and missing transitions. This paragraph can contain any information relating to the section as a whole rather
than particular subsections, but it should at least announce the subsections, whether explicitly or implicitly.
Published material is freely available to all interested online readers. Write clearly 1. The greater the
dissatisfaction of patients, the more frequent the improvements to postoperative care. You can thank those
who either helped with the experiments, or made other important contributions, such as discussing the
protocol, commenting on the manuscript, or buying you pizza. These articles are often written by science
journalists and not by scientists. Step 5: Review your draft; edit and revise until it reports results exactly as
you would like to have them reported to your readers. You can similarly prepare your readers for an upcoming
division into subsections by introducing a global paragraph between the heading of a section and the heading
of its first subsection. Any scientist reading it should be able to understand why the work was carried out and
why it is important context and need , what the authors did task and what the paper reports about this work
object of the document , what the authors found findings , what these findings mean the conclusion , and
possibly what the next steps are perspectives. Do not be afraid to write a short Conclusion section: If you can
conclude in just a few sentences given the rich discussion in the body of the paper, then do so. The abstract
should be a little less technical than the article itself; you don't want to dissuade your potent ial audience from
reading your paper. Make sure that any specialized terminology or abbreviation you have used here has been
defined and clarified in the Introduction section. Temperature affects the reaction. Publishing process[ edit ]
The authors of scientific articles are active researchers instead of journalists; typically, a graduate student or a
researcher writes a paper with a professor. If you present your data in a table or graph, include a title
describing what's in the table "Enzyme activity at various temperatures", not "My results". In: Widiculous
Wombats, Violet, Q. Write four components, probably but not necessarily in four paragraphs: context, need,
task, and object of the document. Such abstracts may also be published separately in bibliographical sources,
such as Biologic al Abstracts. They are often incomprehensible to anyone except for researchers in the field
and advanced students. They must be highly readable â€” that is, clear, accurate, and concise.


